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Changelog ArtPro
A list of enhancements and bug fixes since previous release

Changelog ArtPro Version 16.0.1 (build 248)
This is a non-exhaustive list of issues fixed in ArtPro 16.0.1.  
Note that if you have specific issues you would like to discuss with us, you can contact your local Esko support 
department. 

NEW Staggered Cut: Now supports separation based staggered cut

CS00647535
CS00663119
CS00663517
CS00653957
CS00656401
CS00659807
CS00673094
CS00647762
CS00650363
CS00647762
CS00652611
CS00664353

All fixes included in hotfix build 111:  
Fixes for Export PDF (with Exclude separations) 
Fixes for font (outline) recognition 
Fix for a performance issue
Fix for missing links in the images list
Fix for Equinox

Font Outline 
Check

Additional fix for the font outline issues: You can now also hold the Shift key while clicking 
the Accept All Live Text button. If a file was saved in ArtPro 16.0 (build 109-110) the text 
outlines may not have been saved correctly for all characters, hence triggering a text outline 
check. If Accept Live Text does not show the characters as expected, you can Undo, Recalcu-
late and try Accept All Live Text while holding the Shift key for an alternative calculation.

CS00683283 Save: Fix for issues saving files from certain workstations to a file server

CS00699221 
CS00656795 
CS00671142

Export PDF: Additional fixes for separated PDF and for missing halftone information for pat-
terns (Normalized PDF)

CS00674482 Export PDF: We now avoid adding bitmap images during export

CS00672497 
CS00676971

Images: Fix for issue with resolution of JPEG images (resolution different from 300dpi)

CS00670549 Images: Better support for multichannel PSD

CS00638454 Images: Fix for issues replacing certain images (soft masks)

CS00674482 Ink books: Fix for missing inks in ink books

CS00698277 
CS00650412

Trapping: Fix for crash when Close small gaps was enabled

CS00665593 Import PDF: If CMYK values are not available for a spot color, we look for the ink in the ink 
book.

CS00658628 
CS00676405 
CS00658628

Import PDF: Fix for import of specific shadings

CS00652716 Import PDF: Fix for import of transparency groups with blend modes applied

CS00676234 Shortcuts: Fix for focus/input issues when using single key shortcuts

CS00681084 Text Style: Better indication if the selected text uses different fonts settings
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CS00643304 View: Actual Size corrected for retina displays

CS00654560 Ruler: When Ruler is moved, position information is updated again

CS00639304 Barcode: Fix for input of GS1 Databar Expanded

CS00667312 Vectorize: Drag & drop on Import > Vectorize palette is working again

CS00631750 ArtPrinter: Fix for crashes when opening multiple documents

CS00662695 PostScript: Fix for issue with calfiles in PostScript files on Nexus RIP 
 

Changelog ArtPro Version 16.0.0 (build 110)
This is a non-exhaustive list of issues fixed in ArtPro 16.0.0.  
Note that if you have specific issues you would like to discuss with us, you can contact your local Esko support 
department.

NEW For a full overview of the new features, please check the What’s new in ArtPro 16 presenta-
tion on help.esko.com. 
Main new features are: 
- New Paint Style dialog, which can now be resized
- CMS has been updated 
- The local list of Imagine Engine compatible dot shapes has been updated 
- Support for placing PDF+ files, keeping their ink order and screening information

CS00543146
CS00557648 
CS00568019 
CS00568211 
CS00577570
CS00586527
CS00585766
CS00597520 
CS00623279
CS00631875 
CS00633894

Export PDF: Fixes for transparency, opacity masks and overprint in PDF (partially available in 
14.1 hotfix build 137)

CS00546577
CS00555488 
CS00557109

Export PDF: Fixes for separated PDF

CS00558146
CS00568671 
CS00611145

Export PDF: Fix for crash when exporting certain files to PDF for Press

CS00581127 Export PDF: Fix for PDF exported with ‘Process Output separations using CMYK flags’ option 
enabled

CS00582234 Export PDF: Fix for rendering of PDF exported with ‘Force opaque inks’ option enabled

CS00518363 Export PDF: Fix for refresh of marks options

CS00552332 Screening: Fix for performance issue in case of a connection to an Automation Engine  
without Imaging Engine

CS00543600 
CS00583335

Screening: Fix for screening in exported PDFs sent to Nexus / with placed files and reor-
dered separations, 
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CS00587850 
CS00612339

Screening: Fixes for screening resolution; Imagine Engine screening resolution is now saved 
in the file

CS00569755 Preview: Fix for Calculate PDF preview

CS00608549 
CS00616225

Fonts & Text: Fixes for font related crashes (partially available in 14.1 hotfix build 137)

CS00555291 
CS00585775
CS00586749

Fonts & Text: Fix for wrong display of Japanese text and text with special characters  
(available in 14.1 hotfix build 137)

CS00601513 Staggered Cut: Fixes for Staggered Cut stroke and nicks 

CS00591279 Import PDF: Fix for wrong CMYK values when importing DeskPack PDFs with spot colors 
defined in LAB color space 

CS00510652 Import PDF: Fix for clipping opacity masks with no objects

CS00593457 Image mapping: Fix for evaluation of tiff channels when mapping images

CS00536817 Picture Links: Added support for resolution in ppcm

CS00593327 Contone: Fix for recognition of old CTs

CS00414052 Export Gravure TIFF: Fix for issues with transformations of gradients in Export Gravure TIFF 

CS00563292 Print PS: Fix for flattening files containing unknown pictures

CS00594990 Automation Engine connection: Fix for password check

CS00555339 Barcodes: Fix for update of job parameters after copy-paste

CS00613795 Workspace: Ink coverage palette no longer closed when file is closed


